
FORM OF   UNDERTAKING
(In Rs.100/- STAMP PAPER)

I_____________________________S/o, D/o.Thiru.______________
residing at                                                                                                           

(Address) was appointed as Technical Assistant/Electrical vide Letter dated _______________
.

I  have  joined  in  the  above  said  post  on
_______________at  _______________________________  (Station)    of
_______________________Circle in _______________________District.  

      At the time of appointment, I am well informed of the provisions of the TNEB
Employees  Conduct  Regulations,  TNEB  Service  Regulations,  other  regulations  and  other
important  provisions in  the other  Manuals  governing my provisional  appointment  and my
functions in the TANGEDCO upon appointment on regular basis in time scale.  I have been
provided with  a copy of  T.N.E.B.  Employees Conduct  regulations,  which I  have read and
understood all provision. 

               I do hereby declare that I shall abide by all the rules and regulations that are in
force in TANGEDCO. I am also aware of the provisions contained in the Conduct Regulations
of the Tamil Nadu Electricity Board which prohibit criticism of the Board by the employees and
the  participation  in  strike,  incitement  thereby  or  similar  activities.   I  am  making  this
undertaking after going through Regulation 18 and 27 of  the Tamil Nadu Electricity Board
Employees Conduct Regulations and after understanding the effect of the said provisions.

              I undertake that I will not violate any one of the Rules and Regulations of the Board
(TANGEDCO) including the Conduct Regulations referred to above.  I  am aware that if  I
violate the said Regulations, I am liable for action under the Tamil Nadu Electricity Board
Conduct regulations and Discipline and Appeal Regulations.

    I  do  hereby  declare  that  I  am  not  convicted  in  any  criminal  case  and  no
charges/complaints is pending before any court/ police station.

             I undertake that I will work with competence, devotion, sincerity and honesty in the
discharge of my duties and will always work for the interest of the organisation.

    I  undertake  that  I  will  not  seek transfer  to  any other  post  within  circle  until
completion of 3 years and to any other circle until completion of 5 years from the date of
joining. 

    I also assure that if any information given in my application/undertaking which will
be found false and also if the certificates produced at the time of appointment are found not
genuine at a later stage, I know and agree that I will be terminated from this post without
any notice and I will also not claim any rights in any manner.

Station  :
Date      :                                                Signature of the candidate
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